GEOMETRY
Symmetric Faces

MATERIALS:
• Construction paper: 1 whole sheet of color A, 1/2 sheet of color B
• pencil
• Scissors
• Glue

DIRECTIONS:
• Fold whole sheet of construction paper in half.

• Insert 1/2 sheet of construction paper (Color B) between folded sheets of Color A.

• The fold line is the middle of the face. Using a pencil, draw the outline of one half of the face on the construction paper. Keep adjusting your pencil lines until you are satisfied with the hair, ears, chin, etc.

• Make sure that the 1/2 sheet of color B is inserted inside Color A touching the fold. Hold the sheets firmly together and cut out along the face shape that you drew. Do NOT cut along the fold line. Unfold to reveal face.

• Draw eyes, eyebrows, half of nose, mouth, etc. on color B. Cut out the features and glue onto opposite side of face in exactly the same position, creating a symmetric face. Glue Color B and color B shapes to Color A construction paper to complete the symmetric face project.